REPUBLIC OF THE PHILIPPINES
DEPARTMENT OF NATIONAL DEFENSE
GOVERNMENT ARSENAL
Camp General Antonio Luna
Lamao, Limay, Bataan

BIDS AND AWARDS COMMITTEE

RESOLUTION No. GA-BAC-PB-2019-079
19 July 2019

"RESOLUTION DECLARING GYNERA ENTERPRISES AS THE SINGLE CALCULATED AND RESPONSIVE BIDDER (SCRB) and RECOMMENDING THE ISSUANCE OF NOTICE OF AWARD FOR THE PROCUREMENT OF PRIMER COMPOSITION MIXING EQUIPMENT UNDER IB NR. GA-BAC-2019DP-10-R"

WHEREAS, the Invitation to Bid (IB) for the Procurement of Primer Composition Mixing Equipment for the Government Arsenal (GA), with a total Approved Budget for the Contract (ABC) amounting to PhP4,000,000.00 was posted in the PhilGEPS, the GA Website and in conspicuous places at the GA premises from 28 May to 04 June 2019;

WHEREAS, prior to the bid opening, only Gynera Enterprises secured bidding documents;

WHEREAS, during the submission and opening of bids on 20 June 2019, Gynera Enterprises submitted its eligibility and technical components, which were all rated "passed";

WHEREAS, the bid of Gynera Enterprises in the total amount of PhP3,900,000.00 was declared as the Single Calculated Bid, as per approved Resolution No. GA-BAC-PB-2019-077 dated 27 June 2019;

WHEREAS, after verification of the documents and evaluation on the technical capabilities, the GA TWG II recommended Gynera Enterprises as qualified to undertake the supply and delivery of Primer Composition Mixing Equipment;

WHEREAS, the Committee acting on the recommendation of the GA TWG I, resolved to affirm and declare Gynera Enterprises as post-qualified and as the Single Calculated and Responsive Bidder (SCRB) for the project and to recommend to the Director, GA, the issuance of Notice of Award in its favor;
NOW THEREFORE, We, the members of the GA BAC, resolve as it is hereby RESOLVED, to recommend to the Director, GA, the approval and issuance of Notice of Award in favor of Gynera Enterprises for the Procurement of Primer Composition Mixing Equipment in the total amount of PhP3,900,000.00;

RESOLVED, this 19th day of July 2019 at Government Arsenal, DND, Camp General Antonio Luna, Lomao, Limay, Bataan.
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